Brighten Up your Yard During Winter

The winter season doesn’t mean your yard has to stop looking good. Here are some tips to make your yard pop during the cold and rainy season.

Ways to Clean Up Leaves

Using a leaf blower or other type of equipment that blows fast air that will push the leaves in the direction you would like them to go.

Use your lawn mower to chop up the leaves, which is called “mulching.” The chopped leaves will help provide grass roots with nutrients.

Pine Straw

Pine Straw improves the soil and is easy to apply and maintain. It insulates plant roots from temperatures and protect from harsh rains. Pine Straw also helps prevent establishment of weeds.
EXTRA TIP: TRIMMING MISCANTHUS GRASS

Miscanthus grass produces an attractive look to your landscape and also creates a mass planting, as a border plant or used for privacy. This plant grows at an accelerated rate and must be controlled or it will become an invasive and weedy type plant. The video link below will demonstrate the proper way to trim your Miscanthus Grass.

CLICK TO LEARN HOW TO TRIM YOUR MISCANTHUS GRASS
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